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The John Moffat Building was built for the Departments of Architecture, Town and Regional Planning, Quantity Surveying, 
and Fine Arts in 1957.  As a bespoke design, done collaboratively within the Architecture Department, it was quietly suc-
cessful in meeting the needs of these disciplines and their users at the time.  Over nearly 60 years it has been changed in 
ad-hoc additions and two new adjacent wings, and the users have altered in their organisation and numbers.
Regarding tenants, the now-School of Architecture and Planning has been motivating for an overhaul of the entire precinct. 
This follows a design competition for the new School of Construction Economics building which included some schematic 
ideas for refurbishing John Moffat.  These designs raised concern that the building was not being given adequate protec-
tion as heritage (just missing the automatic protection provided by the National Heritage Resources Act of 1999 reached 
at the age of 60 years) and vulnerable to damage by consultants and internal contractors without adequate expertise in 
the restoration of modernist architectural heritage.  This concern is because members of the School recognise the seminal 
importance of the building as a Modern Movement design. 
To address these concerns, the Research Committee of the School has commissioned a graduate, Candice Keeling, with an 
additional qualification in Architectural Conservation, to carry out a study of the John Moffat Building.  This report goes be-
yond what would be required to establish the building as a Heritage Resources Agency listed site.  It aims to establish the 
value of the finishes, elements and original qualities of the building so these can be pro-actively protected and restored 
in the process of upgrading the precinct.  Such changes would make the John Moffat an exemplary restoration of Modern 
Movement architecture, unlocking its potentials for research, teaching, institutional allegiances and publicity.
This report is intended as a discussion document that will be used to establish guidelines for any future changes affecting 
the building.  It highlights areas and finishes needing immediate attention.  It may also give insights into how the restora-
tion can be adapted in a contemporary approach that is aligned with the original, synthetic vision of the original team of 
architects. As they wrote:
“The introduction of the new building into a Campus of traditional character and classic motifs posed the question as to 
whether the design should reflect current architectural theory, relying entirely on its contemporary merits or whether the 
building should be designed with cognisance of its setting, one in which an attempt be made to create harmony with its 
neighbours.  The architects chose the latter, more exacting approach.  …  An attempt was made to design a contemporary 
building which would nether the less be in harmony with its Campus setting.  In its height, its scale and its simple massing 
and in the proportions of its modular openings it has an affinity with that which exists.  A ‘fashionable design’ was avoided 
so that the building should not rapidly date, but rather, that it should exhibit a timeless character.” - Howie, W.D. (1959), 
page 20.
1 - INTRODUCTION
Figure 1 (opposite page): The John Moffat 




The report was determined by firstly understanding the history of the building; the uses of the spaces within it and how 
users traversed the various areas, explored through important phases in the life of the building.  Following this it develops 
an understanding of the materiality of the building and its various components, concluding with recommendations.  
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Figure 2: Western Courtyard circa. 1960 
(Howie, W.D. (1959), page 20).
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2.1 - BACKGROUND TO THE JOHN MOFFAT PROJECT
In 1921 the Department 1 of Architecture was established at the University of the Witwatersrand as part of the Faculty of 
Engineering.  Six years later in 1927 it had fulfilled the academic requirements to be recognised by the Royal Institute of 
British Architects or RIBA (which meant that upon graduation students were considered to have the equivalent of a RIBA 
examination).  However, it was only in 1940 that the department achieved the status of Faculty (of Architecture) and it was 
able to issue the first official degrees, diplomas and certificates to graduating students. 2   
The School played a critical rôle in the growth and definition of campus architecture.  Professor Geoffrey Eastcott Pearse 
3 was the first Professor of Architecture in South Africa and Head of the School of Architecture at the University of the 
Witwatersrand.  He installed the teaching of the Beaux Arts tradition, which was based on classical concerns and how 
they could be interpreted eclectically.  The growth of the School coincided with the development of the University which 
started during the 1920s with the neo-classical building of Central Block, which dominates the symmetrically placed cen-
tral axis of the east campus.  Over the next 30 years new buildings were constructed on the campus and modifications 
made to Central Block (after a fire) – the majority of the projects undertaken during the first 20 years were by the Universi-
ties architects 4 with Pearse providing a supporting role.  It was not until the late 1930s that the University had faith in the 
ability of the architecture School and campus were designed predominantly by the lecturers; amongst others the Hillman 
Building in 1939 by Duncan Howie and the Dental School and Hospital in 1941 by Pearse and Cowin. 
After 1932 the initial neoclassical stylistic approach of Pearse was modified to that of the International Style with the 
works of Gropius, Mies van der Rohe and Le Corbusier dominating the aesthetics and design approach of the School of 
Architecture.  The School’s theories and aesthetics merged with traditional classicism and modernism to form the overall 
principles of the School.  Herbert wrote: “both are governed by a rigid rectilinear geometry, and in both they are disci-
plined by an understanding of the relationship of form to structural technology.” 5  However, the various ways in which the 
rationales were interpreted led to diversity in the staff members approach to teaching and architecture.  
The University restricted employees of the Architecture department to a small amount of private work; this resulted in any 
larger projects utilising the philosophy of teamwork.  This approach is said to have derived from the teachings of Walter 
Gropius, but, more likely grew out of common education, similarities in approaches, corresponding abilities and above all 
else friendships.  These collaborations resulted in a shared workspace being established known as ‘Studio Seven’ 6, a space 
that allowed the staff to keep the professional work separate from that of the academic faculty, all the while allowing 
them to carry out commercial activity on the campus.  A small number of (predominantly modest) projects were produced 
out of the office in a tin shed on the University campus, with all aspects of the work being done by the architects them-
selves.  One of the projects undertaken by Pearse and his colleagues (including John Fassler) that is of great significance 
was Escom House in 1935.  This project cultivated Fassler’s interest in the “application of advanced technologies in both 
structural and environmental control” 7 which was fully exploited later in the John Moffat Building. 
‘Studio Seven’ along with other practitioners (predominantly in Johannesburg) brought about the Transvaal Group.  This 
took the form of an established association consisting of “loosely constituted alliance of progressive practitioners and 
1 - When an architectural School  was 
first established at the University of the 
Witwatersrand in 1921 it was known as 
the Department of Architecture and fell 
under the Faculty of Engineering.  In 1940 
it became the Faculty of Architecture. 
However, throughout historical text it was 
called and known as the School by profes-
sors such as Fassler and Howie.  Some-
time around the turn of the century it was 
changed to the School of Architecture and 
Planning.  Throughout this document the 
term School will be used.
2 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 17.
3 - Pearse was the first professor of Archi-
tecture in South Africa.  Similar to other 
architectural professionals in South Africa 
at the time he had no formal university 
training but gained his skills through ap-
prenticeships and attending part time 
courses in both South Africa and England. 
Professional status was achieved when a 
person passed the exams of the Royal In-
stitute of British Architects which Pearse 
did in 1912.  (Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. 
(2013), page 148).
4 - The firms of Emley and Williamson and 
Cowin, Powers and Ellis were regarded as 
the official Architects of the University. 
(Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), page 
175).
5 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 180.
6 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 148.
7 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 160.
Figure 3 (opposite page): Aerial of the Uni-
versity Campus circa 1960. (University of 
the Witwatersrand Archive). 
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teachers and students of the School of Architecture, a coterie of kindred spirits which Le Corbusier dubbed Le Gróupe 
Transvaal.” 8  The Transvaal Group introduced modern architecture within South Africa and particularly the Witwatersrand. 
They translated the new theories of architecture into practical buildings, producing structures that have since become 
icons by not only individuals, but “small partnerships of practicing architects working in harmony.”9  These alliances were 
to last well into the 1960s, although Le Corbusier’s influence was waning from the late 1930’s. 
 
Over the years the faculty grew, in the number of staff members as well as students, and many changes occurred.  The 
most influential was in 1948 when Professor John Fassler took over as Head of the Architecture School and Dean of the 
Faculty from Professor Geoffrey Pearse.  Other changes occurred as new courses were added when the Department of 
Quantity Surveying was incorporated within the School and in 1945 a Town Planning diploma for post graduate students 
was established (this was to expand and later become a department in its own right).  Classes in Fine Arts were given as 
part of the School  of Architecture since its inception in the 1920; the demand for not only more (and larger) courses in 
art theory, but also practical studies reached a pinnacle in 1957.  This resulted in an independent Department of Fine Arts 
being established –similarly to Town Planning and Quantity Surveying, it also fell under the Department of Architecture.  
With the growth of the department the facilities were becoming increasingly inadequate, as John Fassler mentioned in his 
1948 yearly address:  “It is only too apparent that widely scattered studios, lecture rooms and library mitigate against the 
essential spirit which is the soul of a training institution.  And the lack of desirable facilities must hamper the development 
of the training offered.  The School  is in danger of becoming dismembered with students in one year of study being total 
strangers to those in another – a sad situation indeed.”10 
The university finally decided a purpose built building was needed and the commission for the building named after John 
Moffat11 was given to the staff of the Department of Architecture rather than just the Head of School.  Fassler, in his role 
as Head, with Howie as a senior lecturer and his ‘right hand man’ were tasked with creating a team that was able to work 
together and incorporate the various individual philosophies and stylistic preferences.12  The staff themselves were able to 
determine the composition of the Team and what role each member played. 
On the 3rd of August 1955 (nine months after the work was commissioned) John Fassler notified the University of the staff 
members participating in the design team: J. Fassler, W.D. Howie, G. Herbert, J. Morgenstern, J. Shunn and U. Tomaselli,13 
C. Pinfold had initially expressed interest and participated in the initial design, however, he decided not to partake.  “The 
nominated consultants were Mr. M. Marcus14, consulting Structural Engineer, and Mr. N.P. Smit, the University’s consult-
ing Electrical Engineer.”15  Each member had “his own personality, temperament, experience and vision.  They also had 
different skills to contribute, and sometimes saw the problem though the distorting lens of those particular aptitudes: to 
one the project was an artistic challenge, to another a technological opportunity”16 this was seen as an asset and explored 
during the design stage of the project.  The ultimate decisions were left to Fassler (as head of the design team), however, 
the final design did not depict the style Fassler was leaning towards (as can be seen from his earlier projects), and was not 
a style he took forward into his later work.  The John Moffat is almost a style of its own that was drawn from the six team 
 8 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 150.
 9 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 151.
10 - Fassler, J. (1948), page 243.
11 - John Abraham Moffat was born in 
1871 in Manchester, after spending his 
early years in Australia and New Zealand 
he settled  in Johannesburg in 1905.  He 
died in 1941, two years after retiring, as 
part of his estate he bequeathed £ 100 
000 to be used by the University fifteen 
years after his death in a permanent form. 
This money in addition to a loan form the 
government was used to construct the Ar-
chitecture and Fine Arts Building.
12 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 181.
13 - The majority of the architects were 
born in the Transvaal and studied in the 
area surrounding the University, addition-
ally all of  them received their degrees 
from the University of the  Witwatersrand. 
The various members of the team had as-
sorted practical experience.  Ranging from 
collaborative university projects, individu-
al private residential work and large scale 
corporate buildings.  The ages of the vari-
ous members team members ranged from 
30 to 45.  (Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. 
(2013), page 182 to 184).
14 -  Manfred Marcus was the theory of 
structures teacher at the School  and was 
generally admired by the students.  (Her-
bert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), page 
185).
15 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 183.
16 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 186.
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members and how they interacted with each other’s individual styles.  Fassler’s love of classical architectural detailing 
went against the principles of the International Style.  The combination of Classical and Modernism resulted in a hybrid 
style that was based on the teachings of Le Corbusier and Leonardo Da Vinci (Renaissance Architecture).  This is clearly 
seen in the motifs used in strategic places within the building – the Modular and the Vitruvian man. 
 
08 
Figure 4 - Original Lower Ground Floor 
Plan - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 18.
09 
2.2 - THE ORIGINAL PLANS
Figure 5 - Original Ground Floor Plan - 
Howie, W.D. (1959), page 19.
10 
Figure 6 - Original First Floor Plan - Howie, 
W.D. (1959), page 21.
11 
Figure 7 - Original Second Floor Plan - 
Howie, W.D. (1959), page 21.
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The challenge that the design team undertook was to preserve the integrity of the context all-the-while creating some-
thing new.17  The architectural character, scale and proportions of the John Moffat Building derived from those of the 
existing buildings on the Universities campus, particularly the William Cullen Library.  Howie wrote in a brochure for the 
opening of the building: “The introduction of the John Moffat building into an existing University campus determined the 
nature of its architectural character.  It was felt that the building should be a harmonious addition to the University but 
that the planning and the detailed treatments should take advantage of contemporary technological methods…In the han-
dling of the scheme in its broad and detailed aspects, the architectural treatment should be free from any features which 
might form part of passing architectural fashion.”18
The Architecture, Quantity Surveying and Fine Arts departments were to be inserted within the one building, each re-
quired its own identity all the while merging within the planning of the various spaces and circulation nodes.  The process 
to design this building started with a schedule of accommodation that was explored though sketches and ideas by the 
design team.  Following this the members compiled sketch plans either in pairs or individually.  These plans have been lost, 
however, G Herbert recalls that they all had similar principles,19 with the best ideas being incorporated into the final sketch 
plan.  “These included the set-back of the East Wing to create a forecourt and the arrangement of the exhibition foyer and 
lecture theatre suite, amongst others’.”20  
A plan and estimated cost was presented to the Building Committee on the 16th of March 1955, these were not approved 
and changes were suggested (the original plans have since been lost and with them the original design of the building). 
One document reason for not approving the plan was that the site was to be extended on the northern side beyond what 
was previously determined by the Committee and a new restriction added stating that the building was to be constructed 
no closer than 12 meters from the William Cullen Library.  By September 1955 the team had revised the program and the 
plans to include the following ‘essential’ aspects:
 - A 300 seat lecture theatre (to be known as the Dorothy Susskind21 Auditorium) this was to be used by not only  
    the Architecture Department but the University as a whole in addition, the public – this multi-purpose use 
    dictated its position within the building and its proximity to parking facilities. 
 - Two 60 seater lecture rooms (later revised to one 80 seater and one 40 seater).
 - Exhibition spaces.
 - Design studios (for the various disciplines).
 - Crit rooms.
 - Craft rooms.
 - A centrally placed library that could be accessed by both the Fine Arts and Architecture Departments. 
 - A seminar room for 30 people.
 - Material museum.
 - Staff and administration offices.
 - A drawing office for ‘Studio Seven’.
 - A portio that acted as a entrance canopy, parking for staff and demarcated the west courtyard.
2.3 - THE DESIGN OF THE BUILDING
17 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 164.
18 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 186.
19 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 187.
20 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 187.
21 - Dorothy Susskind worked as the 
Chairman for the University Towns Festival 
in 1955 and raised funds for the University 
Appeal. (Howie, W.D. (1959), page 19).
Figure 8 (opposite page): Entrance foyer 
with exhibition boards and curtains on 
the windows circa 1960. (University of the 
Witwatersrand Archive). 
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Over the next few months the plans were revised and adjusted to improve the internal arrangements of the building and 
by April of 1956 the plans were deemed to be advanced enough to call for tenders to clear the site.22  A perspective of 
the building was drawn at this stage by John Fassler, it shows the eastern view of the “four storey building with a modu-
lar façade, capped by a prominent overhanging cornice.  The two wings at right angles are anchored in a rectangular lift 
tower.  Attached to the east face is a two-storey projection, containing six-bay colonnade flanked by a further three bays 
of a nondescript caricature”23 (see figure 10).  Once the tenders for the site and the building came in it became apparent 
that some calculations had been overlooked during the redesign and the cost of the building exceeded the budget.  The 
Building Committee gave the architects two choices, either reduce the cost or allocate space within the building for other 
faculties.  The architects decided to reduce the costs and opted to remove the third floor from the design, in addition they 
chose to make adjustments to the treatment of the eastern façade.  “The portico, reduced to three bays, now reads as an 
entry, and the foyer (below) and library (on the floor above) are given appropriate emphasis, both in scale and richness of 
surface…”24 (see figure 11).  In June of 1956 these plans were once again submitted to the Committee and subsequently 
approved. 
Regardless of the many debates regarding the stylistic vision of the building, the internal planning appears to have reached 
early consensus amongst the team members.  This is seen to have stemmed from the “efficient planning of functional 
spaces (which) was a strong point of the School, emphasised in the design studios and a governing factor in the architec-
tural practice of the teachers.”25  
The final plan comprised a basic T-shape with a fan attached to the body of the T.
 - The north wing (head of the T-shape) had the studios, the seminar, crit rooms and associated staff accommoda-  
    tion.  This location allowed the architectural studios to be lit from both sides and the arts studios to have south 
                light with supplementary roof lights.  
 - The east wing contained the exhibition foyer with lecture theatres on the ground floor.  The library with its con 
   trols and an ante-room providing Fine Arts with display facilities for illustrative material referred to in lecturers 
   or special exhibitions, is given prominence in the scheme on the first floor level.  The administrative offices, ancil-
   lary spaces, utility units and Materials Museum are situate on the second floor.  The lower ground floor includes 
    the Craft room so placed to facilitate the delivery of bulky materials and cleaning, since the floor is drained to an 
    outlet for sluicing down.27
 - The articulated fan shaped form on the south contained the Dorothy Susskind Auditorium, bellow this Offices for 
   the Department of Town Planning, the staff drawing office and plant rooms complete the lower ground plan.
 - Located on the west were the staff garages / portico which define the western courtyard.26  
It is important to note, “the programme for the building was based on the annual intake of 40 students in Architecture 
and 25 in Quantity Surveying.  Together with the 43 in Town Planning, this gave the Faculty a maximum of 320, while the 
Department of Fine Arts required accommodation for 45 students in practical classes and 270 in academic classes.28  
The planning allowed for various access points into the building depending on who was entering.  Students came in from 
the eastern or southern side via the pond and staff from the portico located on the west.  The public were able to park on 
22 - The site was previously a dumping 
ground for the soil excavated to make way 
for both the Library and the swimming 
pool which is located directly to the east 
of the John Moffat building. It was a ne-
glected piece of land that was both unat-
tractive and uninviting.
23 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 188.
24 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 196 and 197.
25 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 18.
26 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 18.
27 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 18.
28 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 17.
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the street to the west of the building (adjacent to the staff parking) and make use of the student entrances.  The entrance 
located off the portico could double up as a client entrance for the ‘Studio Seven’ office.  
The large-span ‘flexible’ building was constructed out of “a simple system of reinforced concrete columns and beams 
supporting floor slabs comprising ‘Shofco’29 precast pre-stressed beams with hollow block infilling over the uninterrupted 
spans of 33 ft. (10 meters).”30  The structure determining the openings and the proportions / rhythm / relationship was 
an underlying modular system - this was 5ft. 6in or in metric 1.68 meters.31  This can clearly been seen on the façades 
particularly through the positioning of the openings; “the proportions of these openings are slightly in excess of a double 
square and bear marked similarity with the solids and voids of the Central Block and the adjacent Library building, and oc-
cur repeatedly in subsidiary elements throughout the building.”32  Additionally the modular formed the framework of the 
design of the internal spaces, the desk locations in the studios, the layout of the office spaces, as well as the positioning 
of tables and book shelves in the library.  
The entrance and exhibition foyer, with the lecture theatres were deliberately placed together and designed with gener-
ous lines on the ground floor (see figure 8).  This was to facilitate the display of student works to the university as well 
as the public, allowing the students to interact with the other courses within the School  and encourage public opinion 
and peer evaluation.  The walls were covered with cloth pin boards to allow the drawings etc. to be easily pinned up and 
changed.  The lighting in this area consisted of track lighting (to allow for maximum flexibility) to illuminate the walls (and 
the pin boards) while general lighting was through wall lights mounted on the columns.  A small kitchen was installed in 
the crush foyer of the large 300 seater lecture theatre to cater for various types of events.  
The library located on the eastern side of the first floor (at the base of the T-shape) received abundant morning light and 
the tranquil sounds of the water features in the pond beyond the windows (see figure 9).  Internally there were numerous 
open shelves and a generous reading area with tables and chairs.  At the ‘head’ of the T-shape, the studios were located 
on the ground, first and second levels.  Here they were able to capture cross ventilation from the north to the south, the 
design took into consideration the requirements of students as individuals as well as working in groups.  The staff and 
administration offices were located on the third floor (within the body of the T-shape) and were within easy access to the 
studios and lecture halls.  
One of the architects W. D Howie stated the following about the building: “The general design represents a conscious pur-
suit of the thematic variation of the basic module, and a careful integration of all components with this modular theme. 
The thematic variations may be seen in the scale of the library unit with its related mosaics, in the paving’s and garden 
seats and in the fact that the cornice of the library unit and the theatre wing bear the same proportional relation to those 
surfaces as the main cornice does to the full façade.  The projection of this cornice throws a strong definitive shadow on 
the sunlight surfaces, and by reason of its undercut profile and contained shadow it persists as a strong terminal definition 
on the shadowed elevations.”33 
29 - Structural Hollow Floor Co.
30 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 20.
31 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 197.
32 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 20.
33 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 20.
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The various decisions relating to the detailing and finishing of the building were discussed and debated by the team 
throughout the process.  The main point of contention being that Fassler and other older members of the team had 
evolved their design styles from their early very ‘Le Corbusian’ teachings, while the younger members were “still loyal to 
the ethics of the father.”34  
The following questions arose, with arguments for and against each: 
 - “Didn’t Corbusian orthodoxy demand that functionally – differentiated – zones – the office wing, the studio wing, 
                or the auditorium – be separated by articulated links, and not simply abutted one against the other? 
 - If ornament is a crime, than while the Leonardo and Le Coburier – derived patterns sand blasted on the plate glass 
               doors were justified, because they stopped people walking unaware into the doors, weren’t the six red mosaic 
               panels on the north façade were arbitrary addition to be deplored?
 - If climate control was an imperative ... on the exposed north side of the studio tinted glass louvers were the sol- 
                ution to the sun penetration problem. 
 - If form follows function, than could a standard window design reflect the diversity of functional spaces within?“35 
 - Additional debates arose to the detailing of the cornice and introduction of the plinth.  The purist International 
               Style architects wished to have the clean cut look of silhouetted boxes, while the more progressive architects  
               wanted to create a link to the Renaissance palazzo.
 
Ultimately the end decision lay with Fassler as head of the design team, however, the final detailing of the building is said 
to be an amalgamation of all the teams styles.  “It is not a design which, on his own, he would have produced, nor is it 
typical of his approach to architecture... The building is an organic whole, the result of a holistic process of design, and it 
is that quality of holism, where the whole is greater than the sum of the parts, that characterises true teamwork.”36
The layout of the exterior was as important as the layout of the interior of the building.  This was because the building 
had to work within the existing university context and infrastructure.  The west courtyard was designed as an entrance 
courtyard on the lower ground level.  The facings and kerb were laid in an off-while terrazzo finish, while the modular 
openings on the façade were accentuated with white windows and blue glass mosaic panels (and yellow cills).  The paving 
comprised brushed concrete and bricks, which was emphasised by the lawn with its brick surround.  The lawn was raised 
to aid in drainage problems associated with the hard shale ground of the site.37  
On the western façade the concrete grilles and wrought metal balustrades (in blue, silver and pale umber) emphasize 
the theme initiated in the repetitive window openings.  On the surfaces where there are no openings or decorations the 
manner in which the terrazzo panels were placed reinforces the modular pattern and gives a sense of scale to the façades.
The landscaping surrounding the building appears to be the work of John Fassler, in particular the design of the pool lo-
cated on the eastern side, “he fought valiantly throughout the process to retain the pool, even when under pressure to cut 
costs.”38  In an article on the university’s campus the following was said regarding the fountain.  “Apart from the building’s 
34 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 190.
35 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 190 to 192.
36 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 197 and 198.
37 -  Howie, W.D. (1959), page 20.
38 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 190.
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own pleasing façade, another aesthetic feature has been added to what was rather a dreary corner of the grounds – five 
fountains which cascade coolly at the entrance to the attractive foyer.”39  It was the intention of Fassler to create a precinct 
with in the University Campus through the use of the pool, fountains and benches.40
The materials and finishes used throughout the building were to fulfil numerous criteria set out by the architectural team. 
39 - Kirkman, D. (1959), page 8.
40 - Fassler, J. (1959), page 11.
Figure 9 : Original East - West section 
(Howie, W.D. (1959), page 19.)
18 
Figure 10 : Perspective watercolour of the 
John Moffat Building by J. Fassler circa 
1955. 
19 
Figure 11 : Eastern Facade and Pond. (Uni-
versity of the Witwatersrand Archive - cir-
ca 1960s).  

21 
2.4 - BUILDING DETAILS
41 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 20.
42 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 196 and 197.
43 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 21.
44 - Herbert was charged with finding ap-
propriate images or symbols to link the 
Modern Movement , Classical Greek ref-
erences, the Renaissance principles and 
the School’s inspiration Le Corbusier. He 
achieved this through the introduction of 
mosaics as well as images of the Modular 
and Vitruvian man.
45 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 22.
46 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 22.
47 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 23.
Figure 12 (opposite page): Eastern Facade 
and Pond circa 1965 - curtains in foyer and 
entrance lettering visible. (University of 
the Witwatersrand Archive).  
The building was required to demonstrate modernity, be suitable for everyday use, have a visual impact, scheme and assist 
the students and teachers in technical education. 
The finishes on the exterior of the building were chosen for their “appearance and durability so as to avoid costly mainte-
nance.  The building is sheathed in precast combed terrazzo in a warm off-white shade which retains its colour even when 
wet.  The glass mosaic spandrel panels, generally in a quiet shade of blue, with white windows relieved by the yellow 
pressed steel cills, form a pleasing contrast”41 (see figure 12). 
Herbert noted that: “the thematic variation of the basic module opening is seen both in the large scale of the openings 
and in the design of the mosaic panels.”42  The offices are demarcated on the northern façade via a group of six red mosaic 
panels.  The library on the east is via a broad mosaic pattern of pale blue lines on a honey coloured base, with dark brown 
and blue accents, offset by white glazed tiles. 
The entrances from the forecourt (east - pond side) and walkway (south) are via gold and silver anodised aluminium 
doors.43  These were decorated with a sand-blasted patterns in Da Vinci’s Vitruvian man and Le Corbusier’s Modular man.44 
The floors throughout the building were finished in a ‘Krommine’ marble type linoleum.  The foyer or exhibition linoleum 
floor was designed in a “pattern of light grey squares having sequences of light blue and yellow accents in the centre and 
separated by dark grey strips, all in a dark blue marginal surround.”45  A small kitchen was installed in the crush foyer of 
the large 300 seater lecture theatre, this had a marble counter and ‘modern fold’ doors set into a travertine frame.  The 
travertine was used to accent other walls with in the exhibition/foyer space.  
The finishes in the 300 seater Dorothy Susskind Auditorium were meant to be hardwearing and impressive as it was a 
public as well as university space.  Oak veneer panelling was used for the walls, while the standard tip up seats were con-
structed out of chrome plated steel frames with ‘Vynide’ covers in a light blue colour.  The table tops and the lectern were 
constructed out of Kiaat, whose honey colour complemented the grey linoleum floor.  The oak wall panels were backed 
by one inch of felt to assist with the acoustics towards the back of the space.  The ceiling was specifically shaped curving 
from east to west and in a reflective material; recessed louvered lights were inter-dispersed across its surface; these were 
placed on a dimmer switch to provide various intensities of lighting during presentations and enable students to take 
notes during lectures.  The main lighting was provided by “rear cove and brackets, with spots for the front wall”.46  A ‘Nu-
cite’ tempered glass chalk board sprayed with enamel (aluminium oxide abrasive) and fixed double screen made up the 
front of the lecture room with grills to facilitate the artificial ventilation. 
The two other theatres were treated similarly, except that the seats were in a darker blue colour for the 80 seater and grey 
for the 40 seater.  Corresponding With these seating colour changes the floors in the middle (80 seater) lecture room was 
a grey with asphalt tiles, while the tiles in the 40 seater were a tan colour.  
The lettering used throughout the building in particular the foyer and entrances was “specially designed and carried out in 
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gold anodised aluminium with enamel inserts in various colours according to the setting.  The same lettering design was 
skilfully applied by the sign writer to the glass direction board.  Elsewhere the door serial numbers and name panels are 
in cream on transparent plastic.”47 
Curtains were used extensively throughout the building.  The foyer or exhibition space has soft lace ones, while certain 
areas had custom dyed linings (to match the wall colours) and the House of De Haes of Holland and David Whitehead 
curtains prepared by John Piper.48 
The main circulation was via a centrally placed circular staircase located where the junction of the east west building met 
that of the north south (intersection point of the T-shape).  Here the walls of the staircase were treated with a “special 
stippled plastic finish to avoid disturbing reflections otherwise apparent.”49  The stairs were a combination of cast in situ 
treads and precast risers, all in a grey-green terrazzo.  Located at the base of the staircase was a specially designed mosaic 
by Cecily Sash.50  The staircase is said to be one of Fasslers’ features within the building, this along with the columns and 
their vertical stripes, derived from a visit to the Allianz Building in Munich.  
Fassler designed the tables in the reading areas of the Library, with Tomaselli designing the built in furniture in the staff 
offices (see figure 13).  The various components of the library were in constructed out of solid wood.  The south wall was 
finished in slatted oak panelling and all the book shelves (also oak) were adjustable.  
The shelves was designed to accommodate 10 000 volumes, many of those large folios.  The tables were of a Sapele Ma-
hogany whose colour was complemented by the dark blue upholstered chairs.  An additional feature was the sound ab-
sorbent acoustic ceiling tile positioned above the space that was used as a reading area; the fluorescent light fittings were 
chosen for their dustproof properties.  The columns within the library space were treated with the blue and white glass 
mosaic tiles and the floor in a complementary blue linoleum.  Built in furniture was also designed and constructed out of 
Oak and Sapele Mahogany in the staff offices.  All the wood was treated with cellulose sanding sealer and a wax finish.51  
The materials museum was specifically design to assist in teaching students about the various materials commercially 
available.  These were donated by manufactures and suppliers and placed within a room located on the second floor, it 
was panelled in a pale grey peg-board (with Kiaat cornices) and contained matching shelves of varying sizes that were 
adjustable (‘sparring’ fittings were used). 
The end walls of the studios were constructed out of face brick with different colours and bonds used in the various stu-
dios.  Additionally the drawing desks were designed and built specifically so that they corresponded with the modular 
window mullions in the studios.  Fluorescent fittings were placed in continuous strips to create even lighting over the work 
spaces.  The studios on the second floor were used for the art students and contained windows located on the southern 
side of the building.  Additional light come from south facing saw-tooth roof lights, which helped to illuminate the work 
48 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 23.
49 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 22.
50 - Cecily Sash (1924 - ) is a painter and 
graphic artist of still life and abstract pic-
tures.  She works predominantly in paint, 
pencil,charcoal and etchings.  Her work 
in the John Moffat was done early in her 
career after she had studied at various in-
stitutions including the University of the 
Witwatersrand. 
51 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 22.
52 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 24.
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area.  “The structure comprises steel girders and frames to which the windows are fixed, carrying precast concrete units 
forming the ceiling and sloped surfaces.  The light form the small windows on the north elevation is controlled by individu-
al shutters.  Individually switched fluorescent lights give artificial lighting control.”52  The crit rooms had a special absorbent 
ceiling panel and the same fluorescent lighting as the studio spaces. 
The majority of the walls were finished in an eggshell enamel, while the walls in the craft rooms were finished with a P.V.A 
paint to assist with the cleaning of these surfaces.  The choice of colours was debated by the architects and each space was 
decided upon based on its own merits.  The majority of colours were mixed on site, resulting in numerous custom shades 
and “while the range of applied colours is considerable the effect is never aggressive.”53
A survey of the finishes and their condition can be found in chapter four. 
For the design team modernism and technology meant the same thing, throughout the building this concept was seam-
53 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 23
24 
Figure 13 :  Internal view of Library circa 
1960. (University of the Witwatersrand 
Archive). 
25 
Figure 14 :  Internal view of Second floor 




lessly integrated into the design. 
Some technically innovative building techniques were used throughout the structure.  All three lecture rooms were re-
quired to be fully equipped for projections, have automatic black-out facilities and mechanical ventilation.  “Standard 
Liesegang and 35mm Leica projectors with long-throw lenses provide various slides and book illustrations.  The largest 
theatre has a Filomsound 16 mm cine projector, wire dual speakers, while an Bell and Howell silent projector is available 
for the smaller rooms.54  The lecture theatres were meticulously planned as ‘machines for learning in’ the architects having 
learned much from the cumulative experience of Escom House, the Central Block and the Hillman Building.”55   
The blackout blind system within the Dorothy Susskind Auditorium was a result of the architects wanting a space that 
could benefit from having natural lighting and not permanent darkness or electrical lighting as the Great Hall.  The panel-
ling was designed to be removable so to enable access behind to service the blinds.  Due to this system the room required 
artificially ventilated and heating, this was achieved via grills placed in strategic positions around the seating area.  The 
lectern was fitted with all controls to animate the blinds, ventilation, lights, speakers and 16 mm cine projector.  Addition-
ally an intercom was installed to communicate with the projection room at the rear of the lecture room.   
On the northern façade the design team used tinted glass louvers, that were set deep within the recess of the windows to 
assist in the climatic control of sun entering into the building.  The louvers evened out the light intensity throughout the 
rooms in addition to controlling the sun penetration.  By making the louvers out of glass they allowed unobstructed views 
northwards and by setting them into the wall they allowed the façade to appear unobstructed (as well as protecting the 
glass louvers from hail).56 
For the Crit Rooms a loosely compressed chip board with reduce glue content was created this comprised an attractive 
panel face and soft veneer to assist with the pining up of work in this area.  It was named and marketed as ‘Ray-décor’. 
A special lock and master key system was used throughout the building; this allowed access to all staff communal areas 
as well as faculty specific spaces.  “The inconvenience of having to open a locked door while carrying lecture material or 
a brief case lead to the use of the key-in-the-knob ‘Schlag’ equipment.  Some 150 ‘Novo’ locksets, many with ‘Riviera’ es-
cutcheons were used.  Special ‘Assa’ swing-door locks were used on the theatre and library doors.”57 
The main technical innovation appears to have been the under floor heating that was designed by Howie.  In order for the 
most flexibility to be archived in the various spaces it was decided to use electrical under floor heating throughout the 
building.  This allowed furniture to be placed in numerous configurations, heating would be felt throughout a space and 
additionally spaces could be heated individually (not centrally) enabling the offices to be heated during the vacation peri-
ods.  It was decided that the floor heating cables be limited to 150°C, this was based on research carried out on concrete 
slab exposure to heat.  The electrical consultants performed calculations and “on final installation it was found that tem-
54 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 25.
55 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 193 and 194.
56 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 191.
57 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 25.
58 - Howie, W.D. (1959), page 26.
Figure 15 (opposite page): Material library 
on Second floor (Howie, W.D. (1959), page 
26).
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peratures were as calculate while providing excellent comfort conditions in the building and not causing ceiling cracks.”58 
The system was the non-withdrawable kind where wires/cables were placed directly onto the floor slabs (via a system 
devised on site) and covered with a minimum of 30 mm of screed.  “The cables were taken to terminal boxes build into 
the outside walls at skirting level at intervals of approximately 15 feet (4.5 meters).  The terminal boxes were connected to 
distribution boards by means of rubber insulated wire in conduits cast into the concrete slab.  At the distribution boards 
miniature circuit breakers were used.  The boards were in turn connected by means of paper insulated cables to the trans-
former supplying the heating system, located in the basement substation.”59  In order for the installation to be effective, 
the area to be heated on one circuit had to be clear, the wires laid and immediately the screed placed over.  By using the 
system of various circuits, if a future problem arises only that area needs to be ‘chipped’ out and the wires replaced.  
The floor heating system was found to be very effective and no cold draughts were experienced across the floors.  However, 
in the staff offices and Art studios (where nude models were used) additional supplementary fan heaters were installed. 




3 - BUILDING ANALYSIS
Figure 16 (opposite page): Entrance / exhi-
bition foyer - 2013. 
32 
Basement (Lower Ground) Floor Plan depicting four phase of change. 
enclosing of lobby space
enclosing of part of open 
craft room
new prefabricated structure, 
transforming open courtyard
portico altered with walls and 
ramps
‘Studio Seven’ offices re configured
33 
Ground Floor Plan depicting four phase of change. 
open studio spaces parti-
tioned and converted into 
offices
prefabricated structure 
extends to ground floor
34 
First Floor Plan depicting four phase of change. 
open studio spaces partitioned 
and converted into staff offices
enclosing of lobby space
re configuration of library 
reception area
increase of shelving in library 
spaces (departing from original 
design)
35 
Second Floor Plan depicting four phase of change. 
minor division of open 
studio space
material store converted into 
computer laboratories
original reception area 
converted into offices
original staff room converted 
into offices
enclosing of lobby space
36 
1957 - 1975 Basement Floor Plan 
1975 - 1990 Basement Floor Plan 
1990 - 2000 Basement Floor Plan 
2000 - 2014 Basement Floor Plan 
37 
1957 - 1975 Ground Floor Plan 
1975 - 1990 Ground Floor Plan 
1990 - 2000 Ground Floor Plan 
2000 - 2014 Ground Floor Plan 
38 
1957 - 1975 First Floor Plan 
1975 - 1990 First Floor Plan 
1990 - 2000 First  Floor Plan 
2000 - 2014 First  Floor Plan 
39 
1957 - 1975 Second Floor Plan 
1975 - 1990 Second Floor Plan 
1990 - 2000 Second Floor Plan 




Figure 17 (opposite page): Southern stair 
well - breeze soleil glass window. (© Can-
dice Keeling 2013). 
Figure 18 and 19  : Images by H. le Roux of 
materiality in John Moffat foyer. 
42 
Figure 20  : Images by H. le Roux of mate-
riality in John Moffat second floor studios.
Figure 21  : Images by H. le Roux of materi-
ality in John Moffat central staircase.
43 
Figure 22 : Images by H. le Roux of materi-






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.1 Value of the building.
After fifty-seven years, the architecture of the John Moffat Building still fulfils its design intention and the objectives of the 
design team.  Which was to “produce a work of architecture which sat well in its context, respecting its neighbours, a work 
not of an ephemeral fashion, but one which would age with grace, and framework of accommodation practically efficient 
and spiritually congenial, in which teachers could educate, and coming generations develop intellectually and creatively.”60 
The building is significance as an architectural artefact, through the innovative materials used, the way in which it was 
designed and even the technical innovations formulated during its construction.  This can be seen in the:
4.1.1. Innovative materials and building techniques used – examples of these include the underfloor heating, the blinds  
 in the lecture rooms and the pin boards.
4.1.2. Hardwearing Materials – the finishes to the exterior were chosen for their durability and ability to maintain their  
 appearance.  While those in the public spaces, such as the main auditorium were chosen to resist heavy traffic   
 and wear and tear. 
4.1.3. The collaborative design approach – based on the teachings of Walter Gropius and the precedents set in the   
 architectural faculty; the John Moffat is almost a style of its own that was drawn from the six team members and  
 how they interacted with each other’s individual styles.
4.2. Capacity for change.
From the onset the building was designed for change and adaptation in order to accommodate the requirements of future 
generations.61  The section depicting the changes over time (building analysis) gives a good indication on how this has hap-
pened over the years based on four major periods in the John Moffats lifespan.
However, there are consequences to this change:
4.2.1. Spaces have become fragmented over time, losing the original design intentions. 
4.2.2. Open spaces or areas have become divided and no longer used for their intended purpose. 
4.2.3. Since the building was constructed there have been advancements in how to approach climatic consideration.   
 This has also been compounded by how the maintenance has been performed over the last fifty years.  A clear  
 example of this is the windows, which do not close and loose large amounts of heat during the cooler months   
 and the underfloor heating which is now too expensive to utilise. 
60 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 197.
61 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 198.
Figure 23 (opposite page): Restored mod-
ernist buildings. Top and far left Allies and 
Morrison Royal Festive Hall London; Cen-
tre and bottom right  Villa Tugendhat. [Al-
lies and Morrison Architects (2014) and 
Creative Commons. (2014)].
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4.3. Decision making frameworks.
“As a didactic as well as a social environment the building worked well”62 – this can still be the case today.  This document 
provides an understanding of how the building came about, what makes it an important structure and the areas that 
require immediate attention in order to maintain it.  Beyond the long term plans for the building there are aspects that 
requires immediate repair and maintenance throughout both the interior and exterior of the structure.  These should be 
dealt with as soon as possible and not only when areas are refurbished or changed.  
How the building is conserved needs to be carefully considered, various factors influence this decision, however, some are 
more important than others:
4.3.1. A uniformed approach on how to refurbish the building needs to be complied.  This can include how to deal with  
 aspects mention in the material chapter such as the electrical conduits, heating requirements, new fire laws and  
 security issues.
4.3.2. How the public, historical users (old students and staff members), current users and future users perceive the   
 building. 
4.3.3. Can the conservation of the building be used to teach the current and future students about issues relating to   
 modernism architecture and its preservation?
4.3.4. Maintaining the intended use of the building – that of a working building – and not transforming it into a   
 museum to modernism in South Africa.  
4.4. Scenarios for alternation.
The John Moffat building once again is at a point where a transformation is required.  How these changes occur should re-
flect the historical use of the building - whether it is by going back to a period in time or following the precedent of change. 
Some scenarios have been proposed: 
4.4.1. Refurbishment of key spaces back to their original / intended purposes, starting with the exhibition foyer and the  
 three lecture rooms.  
4.4.2. Looking at the historical design of the building and converting it back to using the intended teaching spaces – the  
 studios in the north wing – and in the process revive the notion of studio teaching. 
4.4.3. Clarifying how the Modern Movement envelope and services can be re-modernised to fit into the digital age in  
 which it now finds itself.
62 - Herbert, G. and Donchin, M. (2013), 
page 195.
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4.5 Further research and outputs.
The restoration of John Moffat, if done with proper expertise and skill, could grow expertise within the School as well as 
be material proof of that expertise.  It is essential that this research potential is maximised through the whole process. 
Suggested areas for additional work in relation to the existing knowledge resources of the School are:
4.5.1 Articulating the relationship between architecture and other disciplines in the School and on campus through 
 spatial design.
4.5.2 Relating restoration to energy and resource sustainability.
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